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DISTRICT: SONITPUR 

IN THE COURT OF THE JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, TEZPUR, SONITPUR 

                                                                              

G.R. Case No. 972/2010 

U/Ss. 341/352/506 IPC 

 

PROSECUTOR: STATE OF ASSAM 

VERSUS 

ACCUSED: MINTU SINGH 

 

PRESENT: JAYASHREE BORA, JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, TEZPUR, 

SONITPUR 

ADVOCATE FOR THE PROSECUTION: Sh. Ashok Sharma, APP 

ADVOCATE FOR THE ACCUSED: Sh. Gautam Sarkar 

OFFENCE EXPLAINED ON: 06/10/10 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 23/03/11, 27/10/14 

ARGUMENT HEARD ON: 27/10/14 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 14/11/14 

JUDGMENT 

1. The factual matrix of the prosecution in this case as revealed from the ejahar is that on the 

30
th
 day of May 2010 at around 9 in the morning, the first informant namely Babu Singh opened 

his paan shop located at an area adjacent to the premises of the temple at the centre of 

Rangapara. As the prosecution story proceeds, after opening the shop, the informant took his 

seat. While he was sitting, the accused Mintu Singh, without any rhyme or reason, ransacked the 

shop of the informant, beat him up and dragged him to his (accused person’s) house. After 
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taking him to his house, the accused threatened the informant that he would never be able to run 

any shop in that area.  

2. It is further alleged in the ejahar that the informant has been running his shop in that area 

making due payment of the daily revenue and hence the accused is not entitled to interfere with 

the same. The informant is totally clueless as to why the accused had chosen to behave in such a 

manner. It is also stated that the income from the shop is all with which the informant is 

sustaining his family life.  

3. As the facts are further unfurled, the informant lodged an ejahar at Rangapara Police Station 

(in short P.S.) on 30.05.10. On receipt of the First Information Report (in short FIR), the 

Rangapara P.S. registered a case as Rangapara P.S. Case No. 87/10 under sections 

341/447/325/427/506 IPC and criminal law was set into motion. Investigation was conducted 

into the matter. On completion of investigation, the police laid charge sheet against the accused 

under sections 341/352/506 IPC.  

4. In due course, the accused entered his appearance in response to the process issued. Copies of 

relevant documents were furnished to the accused in accordance with Sec. 207 CrPC. 

Particulars of offences under sections 341/352/506 IPC were explained to the accused. The 

accused abjured his guilt and pleaded false implication and hence, faced trial. 

5. During trial, in order to prove its case, the prosecution examined two witnesses; PW1, who 

was an eye witness to the occurrence and who has been declared hostile and PW2, the 

informant/victim. The statement of the accused was recorded u/s. 313 CrPC. Defence chose not 

to adduce any evidence.  

6. Upon hearing both the parties and perusal of the records, the points for determination have 

been formulated as follows- 

(i) Whether the accused Mintu Singh on 30
th
 day of May 2010 at the shop of the victim Babu 

Singh wrongfully restrained the victim and thereby committed an offence punishable under Sec. 

341 IPC?  

(ii) Whether the accused on the same day and at the same place assaulted or used criminal force 

to the victim and thereby committed an offence punishable under Sec. 352 IPC? 
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(iii) Whether the accused on the same day and at his house committed criminal intimidation by 

threatening the victim with injury to his person with intent to cause alarm to him and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under Sec. 506 IPC? 

Discussion, Decision and Reasons for Decision  

7. I have gone through the evidence on record and I shall now discuss and decide the points 

formulated.  

8. In his examination in chief PW2 testified that he knows the accused standing in the dock. One 

morning around four years ago the accused happened to visit his shop. Thereafter the accused 

groundlessly picked up a verbal altercation with him. In this connection he lodged an ejahar at 

the police station. He identified Exhibit 1 as the ejahar and Exhibit 1(1) as his signature.  

9. During cross examination, PW2 deposed that the case has been mutually settled between him 

and the accused through compromise and that he would have nothing to object if the accused is 

acquitted.  

10. In his examination in chief PW1 deposed that on the relevant day between 8:30 and 9:00 in 

the morning, he went along with PW2 to open his shop. While so opening, the accused arrived 

and had an interaction with PW2 regarding household matters. He also stated that the accused 

wanted to take PW2 to the house of the brother in law of the accused. When PW2 expressed his 

reluctance to go, the accused pulled PW2 by holding his vest as a result of which the vest got 

torn. After deposing to that effect, PW1 stated that no fight had taken place. 

11. After being declared hostile, in his cross examination PW1 denied the statements recorded 

u/s. 161 CrPC. He denied stating before the police that he had himself witnessed the occurrence.  

12. In his examination u/s. 313 CrPC, the accused admitted all the incriminatory facts that were 

put to him except the allegation of pulling PW1 by catching hold of his vest as stated by PW2 

during evidence in chief.  

13. From the testimony of PW2 it is abundantly clear that he has lent support to the case of the 

prosecution only to the point of verbal altercation with the accused. He has not made the 

feeblest of assertion indicating that the accused had held out any threat to him or had assaulted 

him or used any criminal force on him. Also, his testimony does not contain even the faintest of 

allegation hinting that the accused wrongfully restrained him.  
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14. PW1 being a hostile witness, it is admissible to use his testimony in so far as it is consistent 

with the case of the prosecution. On a closer scrutiny, his evidence to the effect as to the 

presence of the accused in the scene of the crime is acceptable and the prosecution can certainly 

rely upon the same. From the testimonies of PW1 and PW2 there is corroboration to the extent 

of the accused coming to the shop of PW2. The remaining portion of the evidence of PW1 

cannot be given credence as the statement of PW2, the victim himself, completely belies the 

description of the occurrence as alleged in Exhibit 1.  

15. Further non examination of the Investigating Officer (in short I/O) creates a lacuna in the 

case of the prosecution when material contradictions have been brought forth and PW2 had 

turned hostile. The possible explanation for the non examination of the I/O is the lack of support 

of the principal witness to the case of the prosecution.  

16. Hence, scanning the evidence on record it is manifest that there is no substantial evidence 

linking the accused to the alleged offences. The prosecution has failed to bring home the 

charges under sections 341/352/506 IPC against the accused. I find no ground for holding the 

accused guilty of committing the alleged offences. As such the points for determination are 

answered in the negative in favour of the accused.       

ORDER 

In view of the discussion made above and the decisions reached in the foregoing points for 

determination, it is held that the prosecution has failed to prove beyond reasonable doubt that 

the accused Mintu Singh has committed the offences punishable under sections 341/352/506 

IPC. As such the accused is acquitted of the charges under sections 341/352/506 IPC.  

The bail bond of the accused and his surety shall remain in force for six months from today in 

compliance with Sec. 437-A, CrPC. 

Case is disposed of on contest.  

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this 14th day of  November 2014 at Tezpur.                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

          Jayashree Bora                                                                     

 Judicial Magistrate First Class 

Tezpur, Sonitpur 
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

Exhibit 1: Ejahar 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 

NONE 

PROSECUTION WITNESS: 

PW1: Sh. Biswajit Mazumder 

PW2: Sh. Babu Singh 

DEFENCE WITNESSES: 

NONE 

 

                                                                                                                                         Jayashree Bora 

                                                                                                   Judicial Magistrate First Class 

             Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 

 

 

 


